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I love CSAs. What could be better? A direct link from farmer to consumer, commitment from the
consumer for a whole season, up-front operating capital, a captive social network, community building,
let alone the farmer’s ability to tailor the CSA share to best meet the farm’s needs.

While there many different types of CSAs, a common model looks like this: a flyer or brochure promotes
a farm’s CSA, and outlines a mechanism for enrolling in, and paying for, a share in the CSA program.
A tri-fold brochure may have a tear off sign up section with price options to send in to the farm with
payment. In exchange for a certain amount of money, the consumer receives a number of weeks of
CSA share distribution.

As an example, a farm’s CSA full share may cost $500 for 20 weeks of seasonal produce, distributed
from mid June until late October. That works out to an average of $25/week sales income for the farm.
Some CSAs are small and some are large or very large. In the above scenario, a farm may have a 100
member CSA with $50,000 CSA sales income. Or maybe 200 members with $100,000 sales income.
Many CSAs have even more, with sales in the $200,000 - $300,000 range. That’s a chunk of change.
CSA income can represent a significant portion of the farm’s total sales income, but is it profitable?
Why do I have to bring up the subject of profitability if CSA sales are good, members are happy, and
the farm is in the black? I used to think that the CSA model didn’t necessitate crop enterprise analysis
that I feel is so important with non CSA farms.
Crop enterprise analysis is a fancy term for cost/benefit. Of the different things you produce on your
farm, each has its own costs of production, sales revenue, and resultant profit (or loss). Whether raising
6 feeder pigs, ¼ acre of carrots, or making apple cider, each has its own income and expenses that
contribute to the overall farm’s net profit. If you grow 30 different types of vegetables, each has its own
level of profitability, with some more than others. These all get averaged into your farm’s yearend net
profit. I can almost guarantee you that each crop’s profitability won’t be equal. That said, focusing on
more profitable farm products can only help increase your farm’s overall bottom line, a very desirable
result.
If you are unfamiliar with crop enterprise budgets, they can be simple to overly complex. Tracking
the labor input is usually the toughest nut to crack, because it is best done in season when things
on the farm are at a fever pitch. Other costs, and sales income, are often documented with a paper
trail, making them easy to input. All crop budgets list sales income, various expenses, and net profit.
To see some easily digestible examples online, check out Penn State University and University of KY
enterprise budgets:

Extension.psu/business/ag-alternatives/farm-management/ | Click on Budgeting. Table 1 is for crop
budgets, Table 2 is for Livestock www.uky.edu/Ag/NewCrops/vegbudgets13.html Click on Vegetable
and Melon Budgets to download.

AND THEN, I CAN ALWAYS RECOMMEND A GOOD BOOK ON THE SUBJECT...
Since CSA farms are often sold more as a package of ‘pay one fee upfront, and get a season’s worth of
produce’, my old thinking was enterprise analysis seems unnecessary added work. But I’ve changed
my tune. Here’s why.
Imagine a CSA continuum of profit, where the left hand endpoint is the most profitable CSA possible,
and on the right hand side, the least profitable CSA. To illustrate my point, let’s say I have 2 different
CSAs: a very profitable ‘All Kale’ CSA, and a much less profitable ‘All Corn’ CSA.
For my All Kale CSA, I distribute 10 bunches of kale (valued at $2.50/bunch) every week for 20 weeks.
(If I lived in a kale loving, densely populated area, or had kale friendly restaurants, I might be able to
sell enough shares to make it work). With my All Corn CSA, members receive 5 dozen ears of sweet
corn (valued at $5/dozen) each week for 20 weeks. (I may find enough farm stands and restaurants
who want that much sweet corn).
Sweet corn is my favorite dog to kick profitability-wise, only because it is such a high demand item
that is often undervalued. Kale is one of my profitability examples, because it usually is.
Somewhere between these two end points of profitability lies the diversified vegetable CSA.
Depending on the crop selection a farm chooses for their CSA, the place on the continuum will be
either closer to the All Kale or All Corn CSA (or possibly smack dab in the middle).

Most profitable : Diversified vegetable CSA Least profitable : Richard’s All Corn CSA

The more crops you select for your CSA that are more profitable moves your CSA to the left. The
more unprofitable a crop mix, your CSA moves to the right.
As you move your CSA to the left, you can pay yourself more, pay your employees living wages, make
needed repairs, invest in equipment that make you even more efficient and profitable, save money
for kids’ college educations, your retirement, and family vacations.
CSAs closer to the right hand side scarcely reward the farmer, perennially depend on cheap labor
or apprentices, forego needed repairs, have less for capital purchases, college tuitions, retirement
savings or vacations. A recipe for burnout, and possible end to the farm business.
So how to select the right crops so you can be as profitable as possible? Begin by thinking about the
overall goals for your farm. Next, take a new and closer look at your current crop selection, with an
eye towards increased profitability. Can certain crops be eliminated, or bought in? Multi-farm CSAs
allow specialization in fewer crops, often at greater efficiency and profitability. Profitable sweet corn
growers exist, often because they are focused on that crop.

I don’t want to decrease diversity necessarily, just question it. CSA members will still have to go
elsewhere to get their coffee, chocolate, avocados and bananas. Your CSA newsletter is a great
vehicle for explaining why you don’t grow certain vegetables, or crops at different times in the season
(like spinach in spring and fall only, with salad greens as a replacement green in midsummer).
One ultimate role as farmer is to make sure your farm survives. No one else will do that, unless you
hire someone to do it. You can be the best grower, marketer, innovator, and mechanic, but unless
your farm survives financially, all that goes out the window because your farm will be out of business.
My goal is to see more prosperous, content farmers that are less stressed out and prone to burnout.
The CSA sales avenue holds that potential. But don’t let significant gross sales income lull you into
complacency and avoid the ultimate economic sustainability that all farms need. Pay attention to your
farm’s economic health, it will be a win-win situation.

